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TWO ~1(;:"IFIC\:"T s a r rrs occurred after September 11, 200l, in the rep

resentation of Arab and Muslim Americans in the U,S. media: an increase in 

representation and, in conjunction, an increase in sympathetic portrayals, Al

though there have been ubunda nt stereotypical represcntat ions of Arabs in the 

u.s, media a nd most notably in Hollywood cinema, portrayals of Arab Amer i

cans have been scant.' Thus the first notable shift we witness is an increase 

in Arab American characters in U,S. mainstream television, As Jack G, Sha

heen has tirelessly documented in The TV Am/J (1984) and Reel Bod Arabs: 

How Hollywood Vilifies 0 People (200l), before 9/11 Arabs had prcdoruinantlv 

I would like to thank Hla Shoh,it. l.bonv Colct u. Ak h i] (;upt,l, Davie! Palumbo-I.iu. and lack (, 

Shaheen for comments on earlier vcrviou» of I his pil'cL', 

I. Jamie la rr on ;\1.:\.S,H, (19/2-H,') ,(nd H,1I1S Con reid on The lJII/JlII' Thomo» Sliov: I19:;,,

II) are the on!v convistcut Arab Arner ica n ch'lI'actL'rs in the history ofl'S television A ft'l\ tilm' 

have also featured Arab Amer ic.ui ch,H,\CtL'rs t hat are not the embodiment of evil, such as TOI" 

Shalhoub's character in Tu« Siege and ll,l\'id Suchct in A Pcricct .\fllrdcr, Otherwise. Arab Arn«: 

can actors ha\'e played stneot\'pic,d Arab roles or portray persons otother eth nicuics rlt.rl i.in

whites, etc), See Shaheen 12002,191-21:" 
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been represented variously as villains, oppressed veiled women, exotic belly 

dancers, rich sheikhs with harems, and most remarkably as terrorists. While 

representations of Arabs and Muslims as terrorists continue with increased 

dedication after 9111, the second significant shift is that sympathetic portray

als that humanize Arab and Muslim Americans have entered the mainstream. 

Prime-time TV dramas-such as The Guardian, The Education of M(1X Bick

ford, and Zth Heill'CIl-have explicitly sought to counter representations of Ar

abs and Muslims as terrorists and fundamentalists, backward and uncivilized. 

Instead they present Arab and Muslim Americans as unfair targets of hate and 

discrimination. Through prime-time TV dramas, stories of Arab and Muslim 

Americans being misunderstood, detained, harassed, attacked, and murdered 

have entered U.S. living rooms, reaching millions of viewers.' 

This shift toward representing Arab and Muslim Americans and portray

ing them sympathetically is particularly significant when considering how 

audiences have been positioned throughout the history of representations vis

a-vis Arabs and Muslims in the U.S. media.' Over the past four or five decades.' 

the majority of television and film representations of Arabs and Muslims have 

been as terrorists, seeking to elicit a celebration from the audience upon their 

murder (c.g., True Lies, Tile Siege, and Exccut ivc Decision), With in this his

torical framework, contemporary prime-time TV dramas evoking sympathy 

2, Fur example, an e,tinl.lkd 2~,2 million pcopk in thc lnitcd Stelle, tuncd into Tl»: We,t 

\\'illg's pust-91l J spL'cial episode, according to j\;iL'lsen r.u ing«. 

", CrantL'd, how various audiences read and interpret med ia is not passive. hut complex 

,1ml varied, As lose [,khan :'vtuf\oz (1999), kn Ang (1991, 199~), Purnima i\LlnkL'br (1999), 

and others have dcmoust rated, audiences have agL'lIcy; .iudicrn c, acr cpt. reject, resist, critique, 

idcntify, .l isidcnt ifv, a rrd i ntcrpret t h c media with wh irh t hcv rornc into cont.rc t. Hence an in

sistence has Miscn within cullur,d studiL's to cxamine not onh' thL' ,ite of the production ofan 

Image, hut also va r iou s si tcs fur its rcc ept ion. A thorough cx.unin.n ion of reception is bcvond 

the scope of this chapter, which scck s to examine dramatic" tclevisua l narrat ives produced for 

puhltc consllllll'tlon, 

4. The inauguration of the s t at e of Israel in 1941\ aod particularly the Arab-Isrneli \\'ar of 

1967 are turning points in reprcse nt at ions 01 Arabs in the C.S, media, Before 1967, reflective ofa 

hlrlKcntric l'oloni,d idell!ogy (sec Shohat an,j St,lm 1994), Ar.ib men were largely rrprescntcd ,IS 

rnh and cxot ic, living in the desert outside 01 civilization with h.ncms otwomen. Some were good 

.ind sonic evil. The good Arabs often required hell' from white men to dcfeat the evil Ar.tbs. After 

1967, Arab men came to be predomill,lntl\' represented ,Is ter ror i st s, ,Ind Arab women became 

.ibvcnt from representation, (see Shoh.ir 2liOh, 17-h'!: Naber 20(0), 
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from viewers are a noteworthy development. Sympathy is a device used to gain 

audience identification and is usually associated with a "good" character as 

opposed to an "evil" one. In portraying Arab and Muslim Americans as vic

tims of injustice, sympathy is sought from viewers, and an attempt is made to 

rework the hegemonic racial configuration that marks Arabs and Muslims as 

fanatica! terrorists who threaten U.S. nationa I securit Y. Instead of presenti ng 

Arabs and Muslims as justifiable targets of hate, violence, and discrimination, 

some TV dramas represent Arab and Muslim Americans as unfair targets of 

misdirected fear and anger. 

As the events of September] I had the effect of confirming the stereotype of 

the Arab terrorist, some writers and producers of prime-time television programs 

created a new type of character and story line in an attempt to avert the dan

gerous potential of the stereotype. Characters that humanize Arab Americans 

were introduced along with story lines reflecting Arab and Muslim Americans 

in a post-91I I predicament, caught between being associated with the terrorist 

attacks by virtue of ethnicity or religion and being American. Such TV episodes 

told the tale of the unjust backlash against Arab and Muslim Americans, seek

ing to garner audience sympathy as opposed to blame and hatred. Thus within 

some mainstream representations of Arabs and Muslims, there has been a shift 

from celebrating the murder of Arab terrorist characters to sympathizing with 

the plight of Arab Americans after 9/11. 

This chapter examines a selection of TV dramas that represent the plight 

of Arab and Muslim Americans post-9/l1. The central questions I pose are: 

How arc Arab and Muslim Americans represented in TV dramas since 9/J J? 

How arc race, religion, citizenship, and nationalism configured in these repre

sentations? What kinds of explanations arc offered about the current historical 

moment and alleged crisis in national security? \"!hat stories are being nar

rated to the U.S. public about Arab/Muslim Americans through the media? 

What is the relationship between media viewership and citizenship? I argue 

that the TV dramas examined here, even when seeking to resist hegemonic 

racist configurations of the monolithic Arab Muslim terrorist, participate in 

reworking U.S. sovereignty through narrating ambivalence about racism in 

the case of Arab and Muslim Americans. I conclude by considering how me

dia viewership is a form of virtual citizenship through which viewer-citizens 

are interpellated into national discourses through the virtual courtroom in 

TV dramas. 
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A;q B I v ALE:-': T RAe ISM, ;\\ o xrE:-': TAR Y ;\[ L' LTI C L' l. T L' R ALl S \1, 

x x n ARABhlL'SLI\l RACI.-\LlZATIO:-': 

According to Giorgio Agarnben, ambivalence is central to modern democratic 

sovereign power. By ambivalence, Agamben means regarding the same act as 

concurrently unjustifiable and necessary. Such a breach in logic comes to be 

reasoned through "exceptional" moments of crisis, which the state uses to call 

for a suspension of established codes and procedures to legitimize government 

abuses of power. Agarnben claims that what characterizes modern democratic 

Western politics is that the exceptions have become the rule. The state ofexcep

tion, he writes, becomes "the hidden foundation on which the entire political 

system rest [s]" (Agamben 1998, 9). Thus the Un ited States is not necessarily 

in an exceptional state of crisis during this "war on terror," but rather operates 

through a perpetual "state of exception" to justify and enable exercising unilat

eral power, such as detaining, deporting, and denying due process to Arabs and 

Muslims, and waging wars ill Afghanistan and Iraq. 

By ambivalence in the case of Arab and Muslim Americans post-9/1l, I am 

referring to an undecidcdncss about racism. Given that racism cannot be both 

good and bad and has been established as unjust over the past few decades since 

the civil rights movement, in order for this ambivalence to justify U.S. sover

eign power, it would be necessary to reconfigure racism as bad in general but 

legitimate in the case of Arabs and Muslims after 9/11. News and talk shows 

often featured politicians and civil rights lawyers debating whether or not racial 

profiling is good or bad, right or wrong. Racism came to be articulated as wrong 

and indefensible and also reasoned as necessary for a short period of time (as 

if racializat ion and racism can be conta ined) because the United States is in an 

exceptional state of national security. 

In order for this illogical ambivalence to acquire weight, race and racism 

had to be reconfigured after 9/11. This adjustment was accomplished through 

momentary diversity and simultaneous racialization and criminalization of Ar

abs and Islam. By momentary diversity, I am referring to a process by which the 

American citizen came to be ideologically redefined as diverse instead of white 

and united in the "war on terror," defined in opposition to Arabs and Islam, sig

nified as terrorist and anti-American. Thus non-Arab, non-Muslim racialized 

groups became temporarily incorporated into the notion of American identity, 

while Arabs and Muslims were racialized as terrorist threats to the nation. By 
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racialization, I am referring to the process of assigning derogatory meaning to 

particular bodies distinguished by ethnicity, nationality, biology, or geography, 

as well as legitimizing discourses, in this case the process by which the categories 

"Arab" and "terrorist" came to be cont1ated, consolidated, and interchangeable. 

Thus racism toward Arabs and Muslims is configured as legitimate and racism 

toward other groups illegitimate. Rachad Antonius (2002) refers to this process 

of justifying racism specifically towards Arabs and Muslims as producing "re

spectable racism." By defining racism toward Arabs and Muslims as legitimate 

or respectable, even necessary, not only are individual acts such as hate crimes or 

employment discrimination condoned, but government practices of detaining 

and deporting Arabs and Muslims without due process are enabled. By racial

izing Arabs and Islam, producing momentary diversity as the paradigm of U.S. 

citizenry, and articulating ambivalent racism, the Constitution and principles 

of democracy come to be suspended based on the logic of the state of exception, 

and thus, according to Agambem (1998), furthers U.S. imperial power. 

The TV dramas examined in t his chapter on the surface appear to contest 

the dominant positioning of Arabs as terrorists, Islam as a violent extremist ide

ology, and Arabs and Islam as antithetical to U.S. citizenship and the U.S. nation. 

These TV programs are regarded as "liberal" or socially conscious as they take 

the stance that racism toward Arab and Muslim Americans post-9/l1 is wrong, 

while other TV dramas do not (e.g., many TV dramas, such as Threat Matrix, 

JAC, The Agl'llt',l', narrate that U.S. national security is at risk because of Arab 

Muslims). Nonetheless, despite somewhat sympathetic portrayals of Arab and 

Musl im Americans, they narrate t he logic of ambivalencc-i-that racism is wrong 

but essential-s-and thus participate in serving the u.s. government narratives. 

I argue that, ultimately, discourses of the nation in crisis not only trump the 

Arab American plight, but also inadvertently support U.S. government initiatives 

in the "war on terror." I further claim that these prime-time stories seek to bring 

viewers into various national debates to participate in a form of virtual citizen

ship and serve as a racial project to redefine U.S. borders, U.S. citizens, and the 

position of Arabs and Muslims vis-a-vis the U.S. nation. This chapter specifically 

examines two episodes from the prime-time dramatic series The Practice: 

'i, This srudv is part of a larger project that examines rcpr csent.it ion- of Arab and Muslim 

Americans in the mainstream l'.S. rncdi.i after 9/1 1, including TV dramas. news reporting, and 

nonprofit advertising, 
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TY DRA:'I.'.S AS I\.\CI ..\1. PROIEC1S 

The programs examined are a sampling of the prime-time TV drama genre. 

Prime-time television, the 8-11 1'.:'1. time slot, is the most sought-after time 

slot for television program producers because it lends itself to the largest view

ing audience, targeting people at home after a standard nine-to-five workday. 

Nielsen ratings indicate that eighteen to thirty million viewers tune in to any 

given program during these prime-time hours on a major television network 

station (ABC CBS, NBC FOX). The majority of programs in this time slot are 

comedies (sitcoms), "reality" television programs, and dramas. Of these three 

prime-time genres, dramatic series are considered to be "quality television" be

cause most address serious and realistic issues reflecting news stories." They also 

tend to represent institutions of authority: a government agency, the police, or 

the legal system. The Practice is about the legal system. Broadcast on ARC from 

1997 to 2004, it tells the story of lawyers and their cases and culminates with 

courtroom verdicts. It is part of a genre that includes LIII\' aiu! Order. NYPf) 

Bille, and others that represent institutions of authority, and individuals seek

ing to pursue justice while confronting ethical and moral dilemmas. After 91lt, 

such prime-time dramas became forums to articulate and work through the 

events of91l1. 

TV dramas are critical sites for post-91l1 racial projects. Omi and \\'inant de

fine a racial project as "simultaneously an interpretation, representation, or expla

nation of racial dynamics, and an effort to reorganize and redistribute resources 

along particular racial lines" (1994,56). TV dramas interpret, represent, and ex

plain the current racial dynamics in which Arabs, Arab Americans, Muslims, 

and Muslim Americans have come to be signified as terrorists, anti-American, 

and a threat to the United States and its citizens. TV dramas operate alongside a 

variety of other post-9llI racial projects, such as the PATRIOT Act and govern

ment measures to detain, deport, and monitor Arabs, Arab Americans, Muslims, 

and Muslim Americans, that mark Arab bodies as dangerous and undeserving of 

citizenship rights. In other words, racialization is not only promoted on the state 

6. \Vhile reality television pro~r,lm, h,wc ~,lineJ a LJrge prime-time audience, they do not 

,',Hry the same reputation for qu.il itv a, dr.una- th.u seek to rerle. t and engage with rc.rl-Iifc issues 

lacing individuals Jnd the nation. SimiLn!\, whil« some sitcom. du t.ikc on issues such as racism 

, Illu,t notably The (;cor:,-" l.opc: Shov: ,lnd \ \ '/l(lo{'il'i, most t~,C us on in te rpcrsond I retu t ion sh ips. 
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level, but operates through a complex web that includes media discourses, insti

tutional measures, and individual citizenship acts (e.g., hate crimes).- TV dramas 

sometimes collaborate and at other times resist collaborating with government 

discourses. Either way, they explain these racial projects and the controversies 

surrounding them to the public and offer viewers subject or citizenship positions 

in relation to such national debates. 

As TV dramas narrate, explain, and debate government-initiated racial 

projects, they also operate as racial projects themselves. Through performing 

ideological work, rationalizing or contesting government measures that redis

tribute resources along racial lines (such as who gets a lawyer, who is eligible 

for citizenship, who gets a visa, a job, ctc.), and articulating momentary diver

sity, they participate in defining and redefining racial dynamics (which bod

ies are threatening, deviant, suspect, criminal, terrorist, and un-Arner ican and 

therefore merit and justify denying rights). The connection between media and 

government is particularly palpable when examining these TV dramas that not 

only respond to and represent post-9/11 national debates, but also represent gov

ernment agencies such as the police and court system. The story lines within 

the programs examined revolve around these institutions and therefore, 1 later 

argue, have J particular significance in positioning the audience as a virtual citi

zen. While other programs might encourage viewers to imagine themselves in 

relation to fashion or sexuality trends (MTV), or family (sitcoms), for example, 

these prime-time TV dramas encourage viewers to think about national issues 

and debates and their own relative position as citizens. 

1:\ T H F VIR T r ALe () r R T R () ();\I 

The Practice takes viewers into the courtroom and after 9/11 into debates about 

the rights ofArab and Muslim Americans. On an episode entitled "Bad to Worse" 

(initially aired on December 1,2002, and rebroadcast several times since), an 

airline seeks to bar Arabs from being passengers on their airplanes in the name 

of safety and security after 9/11. An Arab American man is suing the airline for 

discrimination, and the preliminary case goes to court. It is clear that the Arab 

American man, who is a university professor, is innocent and the unfair target 

7, See Volpp (2003), 
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of discrimination, but the case is heard to determine whether or not the racial 

profiling of Arabs and Muslims after 9111 can be reasoned to be justifiable. Ms. 

Dole, a young white woman lawyer, is hired to defend the airline, whose slogan 

is "We Don't Fly Arabs," and it seeks to advertise and publicize itself as "the 

most security conscious airline in the new world." Ms. Dole is conflicted about 

defending the airline, aware of the racism and injustice in herent in the case, but 

takes it on to further her career. A debate ensues in the courtroom over whether 

racial profiling is justified and whether certain biases can be considered reason

able or whether there are legitimate forms of racism. 

This particular episode and others correlate with actual events, as they 

represent specific occurrences. After 9/]1, for example, there were instances of 

non-Arab passengers on airlines complaining about and refusing to fly with Ar

abs, Muslims, and South Asians who were mistaken for Arab, leading to their 

removal from flights. A Muslim man was escorted off his America West Hight 

in New Jersey because other passengers were uncomfortable with his presence 

and therefore the pilot had the ri;;;ht to exclude him." An Arab American Secret 

Service agent on his way from Washington D.C. to President Bush's ranch in 

Texas was barred from an American Airlines flight because the pilot found him 

to be suspicious." Dozens of Arab, Muslim, and South Asian Americans filed 

suits for being barred from flying, and manv submitted complaints for the extra 

searches, extra security, and racial profiling. In Lincoln, Nebraska, a Muslim 

woman was asked to remove her lujlllJ in public before boarding an American 

Airlines flight." Meanwhile, news programs featured debates on whether or 

not it was just to profile Arab and Muslim Americans racially to ensure safety. 

Republican writer Ann Coulter, best known for her comment that the United 

States should invade Muslim countries, "kill their leaders and convert them to 

Chr ist ia nit y,"!' furthered the national debate on racial profiling when she pub

licly expressed the opinion that airlines ought to advertise the number of civil 

8. See the Council on Amcr ic.ur-lvl.uu ic Relat ions' 2002 Civil Rights Report at http://www 

cair-nct.org/civi Irights20021. 

9. "Inquiry into Secret Service Agent B,trred from Flight." Cl\:N.com. http://\\,ww.cnn 

.com/ 200 1/ US/ 12/28/ recagen t.a i1'1 ine. 

10. Council on American-Islamic Relations' 2002 Civil Rights Report. http://w\\.w.cair-net 

.<'rg/civil r igh t52002 /. 

11. Sec http.r/www.ann. oultcr.co:» Sept. 1.\ 2001 I. 
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rights lawsuits filed against them by Arabs in order to boost business. When 

asked how Arabs should flyif discriminated against. she replied that they should 

use Hying carpets.': Through the "Bad to Worse" episode of The Practice, the 

viewing audience participates in this debate as jurors in a virtual courtroom. 

According to the debate within the virtual courtroom of The Practice about 

discrimination against Arab Americans, citizens have one of two options: po

litical correctness or safety. The choice becomes clear, as there are grave con

sequences. If political correctness is chosen to avoid being racist, then safety is 

forfeited. As for electing safety over discrimination, not all racisms are alike in 

keeping with how the debate is framed: some are reasonable, others are not. Rac

ism is reduced to political correctness and political correctness reduced to use

less pleasant etiquette. Here is where we see the construction of the discourse of 

exceptional ism: racism is wrong except in certain cases and only during excep

tiona! times of crisis. The CEO of Seaboard Airlines, the fictional airline repre

sented in the episode, claims it would not be reasonable to discriminate against 

African Americans, but it would be and is reasonable to discriminate against 

Arabs, Arab Americans, Muslims, and Muslim Americans. As is often the case, 

"Arab," "Arab American," "Muslim," and "Muslim American" arc contlated and 

used interchangeably as if they denote the same identity.I' The attorney for the 

Arab American client, Mr. Furst, and the airline CEO debate the issue of politi

cal correctness versus safety in court: 

Mr. Furst: What ifresca rch showed that blacks were more likelv to commit 

mayhem on a plane? 

12. "An Appalling i\lagic," The Gu.ud ia n L'nlimitcd. i\la>' 17,2003. http://www,guardian 

.(O,U k/usa/slory/O, 1227 1,957670,OO.ht mi. 

13, Orni and \Vinant have referred to this tl'pe of contl.it ion as the consolidation of oppo

sii ion.r! consciousness and attribute the erasure' of differcllce and diversit v within communities 

to being a cornmon phenomenon of r.icism (199-1,661. To cl.rr ifv, "Arab" refers to persons from ~ 

collective ofrou nt r ies in North Africa and West Asia, There are approximately 500 million Arabs 

in the Middle FeISt. "Arab American" refers to persons who arc rir izcns or permanent residents 

of the United States and who trace their .1l1cestr>' to North AfricJ (Or West ,'>sia, There arc ap

proximately _, million Arab Arncr ican-, in the L'nitcd St.ues. "Mu-Ji m" refers to persons who prac

tice the religjon of Islam. It is estimated that there are 1.2 billion Musli rns worldwide. "Musli m 

American" reter s to pc'rsom who practice the religion of Islam ,1nd who arc citizem or permanent 

residents of the United States; estimates are at 7 million, 
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Airline CEO: I would never exclude against blacks because I would con

sider that bias to be unreasonable. This prejudice isn't. 

Mr. Furst: There are 1.6 billion Muslims in the world. So you're discrimi

nating against all of them because of the actions of 19 That's reasonable? 
' 

Airline CFO: Start vour own comp,uw and run it the wa:' you'd like. I 

should get the sume cour tesv. 

Mr. Furst: We don't givepeople the right to be a bigot in this countr y. 

Airline CEO: How about the right to be safe? 

The CEO's assumption is that Arabs and Muslims are a threat to tlight secu

rity and in order to make passengers safe, airlines should have "the right" to bar 

Arabs from their flights. Moreover, as a CEO, he has "the right" to run his com

pany as he desires. What "rights" will be protected? Do people have the "right" 

to be racist? The "right" to run their business as they wish? The "right" to be 

safe? Do Arab Americans have citizenship "rights"? According to the terms of 

this debate, safety trumps all other rights during times of crisis. Safety requires 

racism, and eliminating racism compromises safety. Ultimately, it is more im

portant to be safe than it is not to discriminate; times arc too urgent to be con

cerned with being politically correct. furthermore, other racialized groups, in 

this case African Americans, are momentarily incorporated into the dominant 

conceptualization of American national identity during this "crisis" in order 

to consolidate the new racializcd cnemv, The inclusion of African Americans 

is necessary to the logic of exceptionalisrn. If we can simultaneously he racist 

against all racializcd groups, then these are no longer exceptional times. It be

comes necessary to consolidate groups that have been historically discriminated 

against into a coherent whole (U.S. citizens of all backgrounds united against 

the war on terror) in order for the logic of ambivalence within the argument 

to hold: that racism is both wrong and nccessar v against Arabs and Muslims 

at this time. Thus, momentary multiculturalism is used to racialize Arabs and 

Muslims and to create respectable or legitimate forms of racism. This debate 

surrounding the right to be racist aud the right to be safe is elaborated in the 

closing arguments through defining the U.S. nation in crisis. 

M r. Furst and Ms. Dole each give heart felt closi ng a rgu mcnts invoki ng their 

children for additional emotional gravity. Mr. Furst says that his nine-year-old 

daughter recently told him that she was surprised to learn that African Ameri

cans used to be required by Jaw to sit at the back of the bus, and he appeals to 
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the court not to repeat a similar mistake with Arab Americans, Ms. Dole states 

that she cries for her son who is growing up in a world where planes are used as 

bombs, and therefore in order to create safety, it is unfortunately necessary to 

racially profile Arabs and Muslims. 

The closing arguments center on defining the U.S. nation and its borders. 

Mr. Furst concedes that it is in fact reasonable to be suspicious of "Muslims" 

("They blew up the World Trade Center for God's sake!"), but encourages peo

ple to put those feelings aside and to consider larger and more important issues, 

namely "our civil rights," "our freedom," and how we define this country. In so 

doing, he sets up an "us"l"them" dichotomy: "they" blew up the World Trade 

Center, but "we" need to think about who "we" are as a people and whether or 

not "we" stand for equal rights; and although "they" violated "us," "we" cannot 

in turn violate "our" freedom. On the one hand, he defends h is client's rights 

but at the same time he fails to acknowledge that his client is American, too, and 

also has the right to be safe. Importantly, Mr. Furst draws a parallel between 

barring Arabs from flying on airplanes and segregating African Americans from 

the white population to sit at the back of the bus. Through drawing this histori

cal and comparative parallel, viewers arc asked if perhaps presumed-reasonable 

racisms come to haunt "us" later. Do "we" agree that having blacks sit at the 

back of the bus is regrettable and shameful, and do "we" want to repeat this his

tory by barring Arabs/Arab Americans from airplanes? He asks, haven't "we" 

learned the importance of judging people by their character and not by the color 

of their skin? Mr. Furst makes ,111 important case against repeating a racist past 

and for defining the nation according to moral principles. His case, however, 

rests on acknowledging the public's right to be racist. Although he advocates 

not to act upon feelings of violation, Arab bodies arc reinscribed as outside of 

American citizenship through appealing to "real" Americans not to be racist 

because greater moral principles arc at stake. 

In contrast, Ms. Dole argues that American citizens arc entitled to security, 

and though racial profiling is "a terrible thing ... it has become necessary." She 

states that although people want justice and revenge, what is most important is 

safety-and the desire for safety is not "paranoia" or unreasonable because the 

government tells us every day that we arc still at risk. Not only is the courtroom, a 

site of national authority, represented, but government authority is also asserted 

when viewers are confronted with the discourse from the daily news about the 

crisis in national security. She continues that "we" are faced with an enemy and 
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that enemy has clear features: they are Arab. Contributing to a broader histori

cal mythology of the United States as a land of open borders, and neglecting a 

history of racist immigration restrictions, Dole savs that America used to be 

a land with open borders, a place for any immigrant to fulfill the American 

dream, but that it is no longer possible so long as planes can be used as weapons. 

While Mr. Furst seeks to define the nation according to principles of freedom, 

civil rights, and equality, Ms. Dole instead shifts the discourse to defining the 

nation's borders: the borders should be closed and Arab Americans should be 

profiled in order to make U.S. citizens safe. Ms. Dole defines a nation in crisis 

and uses the very language from the Bill of Rights ("we the people") to argue for 

the suspension of its application in specific racialized configurations-vis-a-vis 

Arab and Muslim Americans. 

The main question that is posed by this program is: Can we as a nation 

justify discriminating against Arabs, Arab Americans, Muslims, and Muslim 

Americans when we have been taught that discrimination is wrong? The answer, 

according to The Practice, comes in the form of the judge's verdict in which he 

states that he finds it "almost unimaginable" that whether or not it is legally per

missible to discriminate based on ethnicity is even being debated in court. lie 

addresses M r. Furst a nd Ms. Dole's closing argu merits. To 1\:1 r. Furst, he says that 

he is being asked to waive legal and moral principles in the face of potentially 

boundless terrorism. To Ms. Dole, he says that he too loves being an American 

and became a judge to protect the freedoms provided by the Constitution. He 

concludes his verdict in the following way: 

The real itv is that we make exceptions to our constitutional rights all the 

time.... none of them is absolute. The legal test for doing something so pa

tcntlv unconstitutional is hasicallv: vou better have a damn good reason. There 

has been one other long-standing reality in this country: If not safe, one can 

never be free. With great personal disgust, 1 am deIl\'ing the plaintift's motion 

for a TRO. 

Although this episode seeks to demonstrate svrnpathv for Arab and Muslim 

Americans after 9/]1 and repeatedly states that discrimination is unjust, rep

resenting what is considered to be a "liberal," "progressive," or "left" position, 

the ultimate message is that these times are unlike others and therefore normal 

rules do not apply. Thejudge recalls an article that he read in the New York Times 
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written by Thomas L. Friedman in which he described the events of 9/11 as "be

yond unimaginable." The writings of Friedman are used to justify an assault on 

Arab American civil liberties. Friedman, Foreign Affairs columnist for the New 

York Times and author of numerous books based on his many years of report

ing in the Middle East, has gained mainstream status with his interpretations 

of 9/11 and other crises. He has won numerous Pulitzer Prizes for his report

ing on the Sabra and Shatila massacre, the first Palestinian Intifada, and 9/11. 

He is considered a "liberal," however, he supported the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 

2003 and his post-9/11 writings included encouraging the government to create 

a blacklist of those who critique the U.S. government for contributing to ter

rorism as opposed to counterterrorism. Friedman wrote in one of his New York 

Times columns that those who point to imperialism, Zionism, and colonialism 

as causes for terrorism are haternongers who are in league with the terrorists 

(Friedman 2005). It is quite fitting that the mainstream, presumably liberal, 

writings of friedman are used in the mainstream, presumably liberal story line 

of The Practice to articulate that the Constitution can be violated if there is a 

good reason. And, alas, there is a good reason, thus practicing discrimination 

against Arab and Muslim Americans is necessary and justifiable. 

This is the formation of ambivalence Agamben identifies as necessary to 

the state of exception and sovereign rule. Ambivalence lies in defining racism 

~IS simultaneously wrong and necessary. Arab and Muslim Americans are un

fairly victimized, but the real unfair victim in all of this is the U.S. nation and 

its citizens, who fear for their safety. By the show stating that what happened 

on 9/11 was unimaginable, the United Stutes assumes a position of innocence, 

and the audience is not encouraged to imagine another perspective. The judge's 

words, "If not safe, one can never be free" evokes the president's rhetoric of free

dom-"they hate us because we are free," and thus "we must discriminate in 

order to be free." Ultimately, despite representative sympathy, which comes in 

the form of deep regret and remorse surrounding the verdict, racism is legiti

mized: sacrifices to Arab and Muslim American civil rights must be made in the 

interim. This is not a verdict to celebrate: Dole is not proud; the judge is filled 

with disgust; and the Arab American man holds his wife as she cries. Within 

this apologetic moment, hatred toward Arabs is rendered "understandable," but 

the roots of terrorism are" beyond our imagi nat ions." 

This plight is indeed represented: it is established that Arab Americans 

are the unfair targets of discrimination after 9/11. Yet sympathy for the Arab 
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American in the episode is compromised through discourses that hold more 

weight: namely, the right to be racist and national security threats. Discrimi

nating against Arab Americans is reasonable at this time because, first, "they" 

committed a terrorist act, and, second, the government tells us everyday that we 

are still at risk of another terrorist attack. \Vhat comes to be represented is less 

the "plight" of the Arab Muslim after 9/11 and more the staging of the national 

debate on racial profiling and the national anxiety about flying with Arabs and 

Muslims. The Arab American man remains silent and unable to represent him

self to the audience, sitting in the background not uttering one word, while his 

lawyer, a white man, speaks for him. Thus, the Arab American man remains 

a foreigner in the minds of American viewers. Furthermore, what America is 

"supposed to be" is debated ill teuitiou to A rab and Mu sli 1JJ ;\ incricu ns. Dole's 

closing remarks make a larger statement about how America has changed. She 

suggests that the United States should no longer be open to immigrants because 

"they" ruin America by making "us" unsafe. Through arguing for security, not 

only is racial profiling justified, hut so are closed borders and new iNS measures 

to detain and deport Arabs and Muslims. 

Apparent here is the important function of racialization in creating the 

moment of exception so necessary to the abuse of government power. First, 

the nation in crisis needs to be established. Given the events of September 1\, 

it is not difficult to make this point: we do not want terrorists, who are likely 

to be Arab and Muslim and who hate our freedom, to attack and kill again. 

Second, the necessity of exceptional ism needs to he established. In order to do 

t hat, a norm of democracy and freedom for all peoples regard less of race needs 

to be affirmed. Thus, it can he stated that it was wrong to discriminate against 

African Americans and gestures are made to hring disenfranchised racialized 

groups temporarily into the dominant designation of "American." Then, Arabs 

and Muslims need to undergo a process of racialization in which their poten

tial threat to the nation becomes intertwined with their ethnic/racial back

ground and religious beliefs. And lastly, it can be stated that racism is wrong 

but compulsory against this potentially threatening population at this particu

lar exceptional time of crisis. Thus the logic is in place for the U.S. government 

to exercise power without constraint and USl' national crisis to justify acting 

outside of democratic legal conventions: implement the USA PATRIOT Act, 

invade Iraq, wage war in Afghanistan, hold prisoners in Guantanamo without 

legal recourse, and initiate mass deportations of Arabs and Muslims from the 
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United States. This very logic comes to be articulated in TV dramas through 

portraying a sympathetic Arab American character, and while it seems that the 

audience might be encouraged to sympathize with the Arab American's post

9/11 plight, as opposed to celebrating the murder of Arab terrorists, viewers 

are presented with the very logic that supports U.S. imperial projects at home 

and abroad. 

1 ~ w A R, L.-\ \\' 1 S S I L E ~ '1 

Another episode of The Practice, entitled "Inter Arrna Silent Leges?" (initially 

aired December 9,2001), which translates from the Latin to "in war, law is si

lent," again represents the plight of Arab/Muslim Americans after 9/11. Similar 

to the episode examined above, it also appears to sympathize with Arab Ameri

cans while simultaneously narrating the U.S. nation in crisis, the logic of ex

ceptionalism and ambivalence, the regretful need for security over liberty, and 

thus the logic to support government abuses of power. The story begins with 

the information that the U.S. government is unfairly detaining an Arab Ameri

can man. As the plot develops, viewers learn that he has refused to speak to his 

wife and children and is apologetic to them for what he has done. What he has 

done remains a mystery to viewers, who are left to assume that he was involved 

with terrorism. It is ultimately revealed that the man is innocent and so intent 

on proving his loyalty to the United States that he has voluntarily given up his 

rights and agreed to be held prisoner in order to assist with the govt?rnment's 

terrorism investigation. 

Ms. Washington, an African American woman attorney, is hi red by Dr. Ford, 

a white woman, to find and represent her husband, Bill Ford, the Arab American 

man being detained by the government. She admits that her husband's "real 

name" is Bill Habib but they both usc her maiden name, "Ford," signaling that 

white names arc "safer" or more acceptable than Arab ones. Dr. Ford has been 

14. "Inter Ar ma Silent Lege," is not in the Constitution, but it has become common wart ime 

ideology for the courts to become dcfercnt ial. The phr.ise came from <:il'em's writings in II.' . 

Rome and has appeared time and again in US legal documents during time, of war. For example 

in the Korcmatsu I'. United States case (323 US 214,219-20, 1994): "We uphold the exc lusion 

order [ofIapancse Americans from the West Coast] .. , hardships are part otwa r, and war is an 

aggregation of hardship." 
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unable to get any information on her husband, and Ms. Washington quickly 

learns that the information is classified, requiring security clearance and that 

Mr. Habib is being detained without representation, which violates his rights as 

a U.S. citizen. Ms. Washington appears before a judge in court to argue against 

an FBI representative that she has a right to see her client. When she asks the 

FBI representative what Mr. Habib is being charged with, she is informed that 

he is not being charged with anything, but is being held as a material witness to 

something classified by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. Thejudge or

ders that Mr. Habib be permitted to see his lawyer and wife, stating that he will 

protect what is left of the Constitution. The FBI representative begins to chal

lenge the judge's orders, but the judge warns him not to test his authority. The 

notion that courts have reduced power during times of war is set forth here, but 

the judge seeks to resist the complete suspension of the Constitution and uses 

his authority to allow Ms. Washington to see her client, Mr. Habib. 

In addition to raising the issue of suspending the Constitution during war, 

this episode focuses on the government's practice of detention and their "vol

untary interview program," both initiated after 9/ I1. It questions the possible 

injustice in detaining Arabs, Muslims, and South Asians and also the govern

ment's practice of not relcasi ng information about the detainees. After 9/11, the 

Iusticc Department initiated a "voluntary interview program" through which 

they sought to interview thousands of Arab and Muslim immigrant men lw

tween the ages of eighteen and thirty-three, also referred to as those who "fit the 

criteria of people who might have information regarding tcrror ism."!' The point 

of the "voluntary interview program" was to obtain assistance on the "war on 

terror." Many Arab and Muslim Americans feared that if they did not comply 

with being "voluntarily" interviewed, it would be perceived as unpatriotic and 

mightjeopardize their citizenship and lead to detention or deportation. Also 

after 9/1 I, over a thousand Arabs, Muslims, and South Asians were rounded 

up and detained. The Justice Department refused to release information on the 

people detained-how many, their names, or what they were charged with." 

15. "Ashcroft Announces 'Voluntar v interviews with .\000 C.S. Visitors." IslarnOnline.net 

. http://\\'w\\'.islamonline.net/engl ish/newsl 21111.:'- (UI 21lart jckO-t.shtml. 

16. "Hundreds of Ar.ibs Still Dctaincd." \lar. 15, 211112. CBS :"c'I\·S. ht t p.v/www.cbsnew« 

.com/storiesl21102/113 I 13/tcrrorlrna jn5CUn-tlJ.sh t rnl. 
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As Leti Volpp has written, "while the government refused to release the most 

basic information about these individuals-their names, where they were held, 

and the immigration or criminal charges filed against them-the public did 

know that the vast majority of those detained appeared to be Middle Eastern, 

Muslim, or South Asian. We knew, too, that the majority were identified to the 

government through suspicions and tips based solely on perceptions of their ra

cial, religious, or ethnic identity" (2003, 148). Volpp's point is that the informa

tion released and concealed functioned to appease part of the population that 

could find comfort in the knowledge that the government was being proactive in 

fighting terrorism-knowledge and comfort based on the racialization of Arabs, 

Muslims, and South Asians. Detaining these particular racialized bodies com

forted some and alarmed proponents of civil rights who demanded information 

and due process. In this episode of The Practice, the government's practice of 

detention and voluntary interviews of Arabs and Muslims is questioned. The 

judge acknowledges that the Constitution is put at risk by keeping Mr. Habib 

from speaking to his wife and children and demands that he be brought to the 

courtroom for his full citizenship rights. 

Mr. Habib is first brought to the court conference room before being led 

into the courtroom. He is shackled, and his wife is instructed by a government 

official not to speak to him in case she is perceived to be giving him code. We 

learn that Mr. Habib has "voluntarily" turned himself in as an act ofpatriotism. 

Ms. Washington introduces herself to Mr. Habib as his lawyer and informs him 

that he is about to have a hearing. Mr. Habib objects: he did not request a lawyer 

or a hearing (his wife had hired her). Mr. Habib worries about his family and 

their safety. His wife assures him that they are fine. Once in the courtroom for 

the hearing, Mr. Habib takes the stand: 

Ms. Washillgtoll: Do VOLI know why you're in custody? 

Mr. Habib: The government believes I mal' have inform.uion about some

one .... I don't really know. He didn't do anvthing, but he rna)' have known 

some people with ties to others who are wanted for questioning. 

Ms. Washillgton: What information? \"'hat do they think you know? 

FBi Representative: Objection. 

J/ldge: Sustained. You can't know that Ms. Washington. 

Ms. Washington: You haven't talked to your tamilv in weeks. Why did thev 

keep you from speaking to your family? 

Mr. Habib: They didn't. I chose not to call my family. 
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Ms. \I!oshingtoll: Why? 

AIr. Habib: I was told anyone I spoke with would be subject to invest iga

t ion. I do not want to bring m)' farni!v into this. My wife and children were 

born here. They have no connection to am' Arab, other than me. 

Ms. Wmhillgtoll: Have vou been interviewed? 

Mr. Hahi!»: Many times. 

Ms. Wllsllillgton: Did vou know H1U had the right to have an attor nev 

present 1 

,\lr. HllhiIJ: I waived Ill" rights. 

,\15. \\!OSllll/gtOIl: You waived them 1 Voluntar ilv: 

:\lr. l lnbit»: I talked to them on mv own. They didn't force me. Not in 

any \vay. 

Ms. \ \'oshil/glol/: Did the)' make )'ou ,1fraid? 

Mr. Habil»: Am I fearful, I guess I would say ves. Rut I have made all my 

decisions vohuuurilv. 

Ms. Washington again questions Mr. Habib about his decision not to speak to 

his family, and he reiterates that he did not want to risk involving them in a nv 

way. Thejudge asks why Mr. Habib needs to be held in custody when he is clearly 

cooperating. The FRI representative sa)'s that Mr. Habib is helping through 

wiretaps and overseas contacts and that it is necessary to hold him as thev are 

constantly learning new information. 

FHI r~<,!,rcscl/lolil'<': Wc C,1\1't risk losing him. Look. We're trying to g<.'t the 

in format ion we need to stop the potcn tial mu rdcr of thousa nels of Arm:rica ns. 

That means depriving some Americans of their civil rights. I don't like it, but 

th.its how it is. 

Ms. \I!oshil/glol/: You're imprisoning an innocent man.
 

Mr. Hulnl»: Ms. Washington, enough. If m)' country thinks J should be
 

here, I will stay here.
 

Ms. Washinglon: Your count rv:
 

Mr. llulnb; Yes, I am an American. I am serving mv country.
 

\ls. Washington, in disbelief, asks 1\1r. Habib if he has been tortured or mis

treated. The judge asks him whether or not he objects to being held further. Mr. 

Habib clearly states that he has not been mistreated and that he is being held 

voluntarily. The judge concludes that \1r. Habib will remain in custody because 

"In war, law is silent." 
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Much like in the episode discussed above, viewers are presented with the 

plight of Arab/Muslim Americans after 9111. In the prior episode, an Arab 

American man is barred from flying, and in this case, an Arab American man is 

detained by the government. Both men are innocent, but guilty by association. 

In this case, Bill Habib is helping the government because he might know some

one who knows something about someone involved in terrorism. Mr. Habib ac

cepts that he is guilty by association. He proclaims that he is American and that 

he wants to protect his family from interrogation because they are truly inno

cent, having no ties to any Arabs (all of whom a re presumed terrorist suspects) 

except for him. Meanwhile, he is of Arab descent, has ties to the Arab world, and 

therefore accepts a degree of guilt and responsibility. A line is drawn between 

innocent Americans, Arabs involved with terrorism, and helpful Arab Ameri

cans who can assist the U.S. government and prove their loyalty and patriotism. 

Although he is being unfairly detained with no rights or representation, it is jus

tifiable to hold him and deprive his familv of him and ,IllY information on him 

because it is a matter of national security. A similar message is repeated from 

the aforementioned episode: it is iusr ifiable to suspend civil rights for the greater 

good and safety of the American citizenry because it is a time of crisis. Although 

unfair, it is both "voluntary" and necessary. 

Accusations that the U.S. government is treating detainees unfairly are 

countered with Mr. Habib's insistence that he is not being held against his will. 

The fact that he has not contacted his family because he wants to protect them 

demonstrates that the U.S. government is being thorough in their questioning 

of all Arabs/Arab Americans and anyone associated with Arabs/Arab Ameri

cans in order to prevent another attack during this "war on terror." Nonetheless, 

"voluntarism" operates to excuse the government from abusing their power. If 

Mr. Habib and presumably other Arab, Muslim, and South Asian Americans 

detainees agree to being held, and voluntarily refuse legal representation, it ex

cuses the government from wrongdoing and from abusing its power. If volun

tary, then citizen-patriots are collaborating with the government in the "war 

on terror." Suspending civil rights comes to be rescr iptcd: it is not a sovereign, 

totalitarian, or dictatorial endeavor, but a cooperative and well-intentioned one. 

Even if it is unfair to be in prison while assisting the government, not only is 

it an exceptional time of crisis and therefore necessary and justifiable now as 

opposed to during normal times, but it is voluntary: no one is being explicitly 

forced by the government. 
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Mr. Habib is very clear that he has made his own choices. Nonetheless, the 

question remains: what if he made different choices? What if he had chosen to 

have a lawyer, to call his family, to be released? He states that such choices come 

with consequences and thus he chose the options with fewer consequences. 

Within the terms of this discourse of crisis and exceptional ism, had Mr. Habib 

or the many men he represents refused, he would be a traitor-terrorist. As Judith 

Butler has written rega rding September 11: 

Dissent is quelled, in part, through threatening the speaking subject with an 

uninhabitable identification. Because it would be heinous to idcntifv as trea

sonous, as a collaborator, one fails to speak, or one speaks in throttled W,1I"S, in 

order to sidestep the terrorizing identification that threatens to take hold. This 

strategy of quelling dissent and limiting the reach of critical debate happens 

not only through a series of shaming tactics which have a certain psychological 

terrorization as their effect, but they work as well by producing what will and 

will not count as a viable speaking subicct and a reasonable opinion within the 

public domain. (20()4, xix) 

If Mr. Habib had chosen a different path, not only would his family undergo in

vestigation, but also he would inhabit the position of traitor. During times of war, 

the terms are binary and clear: good or evil, "with us or against us." This strategy 

ofquclling dissent and limiting debate that Butler describes also operates through 

producing exceptional ism as an acceptable logic and thus justifies the suspension 

of Arab, Arab American, Muslim, and Muslim American civil rights. Thus the 

stories that the media tells and viewers receive arc also restricted by the dominant 

discourse of national security. Critical debates, such as story lines that render ter

rorist acts as within our imaginations and comprehension, do not surface because 

such discourses are not permissible within the dominant available rhetorical 

spaces. For example, when the country music trio The Dixie Chicks voiced their 

disapproval of the u.s. war on Iraq during a concert in London, country music 

stations in the United States refused to pby their albums, branding them as unpa

triotic." Similarly, when Linda Ronstadt, during a concert in I.as Vegas, dedicated 

a song to filmmaker Michael Moore in honor of his controversial film Fahrenheit 

17. "Dixie Chick> Pulled from .vir .i l tcr B.I,hing Bush." !\lar. 1-+,2002. hltP://W\\·w.cnn 

.,<lm/ 2003/SHOW BIZ/ f\1 usic /03/ l-+/di \ I<'.,hickv.reut/, 
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9/11, which criticizes the Bush administration's response to 9!lI, hundreds of fans 

booed, left the theater immediately, and defaced posters ofher." If these speaking 

subjects become attacked, shamed, and terrorized in public spaces, what can pass 

through the mainstream media is also discursively restricted. 

After 9/lI, there were pressing debates over the treatment of Arab and Mus

lim Americans, and particularly over "voluntary interviews," detentions, depor

tations, and civil rights afforded to Arabs and Muslims-both American and not. 

The "Inter Arma Silent Leges" episode ends on the note that we are back to the 

times of interning people and unfairly suspecting people because of their racial! 

ethniclreligious identity. We have not learned from our mistakes and are engaged 

in repeating history-committing injustice and practicing racism. Ms. Dole, the 

defense attorney from the previous episode, interjects that the public is afraid 

and thus it is reasonable though unjust. Like the other episode ofThc Practice, this 

one, too, seeks to draw a parallel to injustices committed toward other racialized 

groups-in this case Japanese Americans during World War II. Japanese intern

ment represents another exceptional time of crisis in which (wert discrimina

tion came to be seen as legitimate and necessary. A case is presented against the 

detention of Arabs and the violation of civil rights in light of a history of racism 

repeating itself. Regardless, the nation is constructed as being at risk and Arabs 

as threats to the nation, therefore such arguments for civil rights cannot be sus

t aincd when the nation is in crisis. Thus, like the aforementioned episode, this 

OIlC also ends on a morose and apologetic note despite representing Arab Ameri

ems sympathetically through their post-9/l1 plight: there is nothing to celebrate 

about this moment, but in crisis, injustice is justifiable and "in war, law is silent." 

Detention, d iscri Il1 ina tion, and racism are both wrong lind essential. This am

bivalence, justified through the politics of fear and rule of exception, enables the 

U.S. government to exercise sovereign power both within and outside its borders. 

This logic, articulated through TV dramas, is the same logic articulated by the 

U.S. government to the citizens about the current state of national crisis. 

:\ATIO:'\AL CRISIS .\:'\D VIIUl'AL ClTIZF:,\SHIP 

Representations of Arabs and Muslims have indeed shifted since 9/l1. While 

representations of them as terrorists persist, some writers and producers of TV 

lfl. http://www.abcncLlll Incw,! ncwsitems.' 200407IsI15R27ti.htI11. 
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dramas have sought to make a difference through representing the plight of Arab 

and Muslim Americans post-9lll to evoke sympathy from the viewing pub

lic. While such efforts should be commended, they need to be examined more 

closely to reveal whether they succeed in making prime-time mainstream inter

ventions or further the official nationalist discourse that disavows racist views 

on the one hand while supporting racist policies and practices on the other, sig

nifying newer and more complex forms of racism. Stuart Hall has claimed that 

even libera I writers and producers of med ia wit h the best of intentions who seek 

to subvert racial hierarchies inadvertently participate in inferential racism. Hall 

defines inferential racism as "apparently naturalized representations of events 

and situations relating to race, whether 'factual' or 'fictional,' which have racist 

premises and propositions inscribed in them as a set of unquestioned assump

tions" (2000, 273). The writers and producers of the programs examined here 

arc seeking to make an intervention and have good intentions, but they inadver

tently support the government's discourse on the state of affairs and reinscribe 

the notion that the nation is in a state of crisis and that Arabs are a threat to the 

nation by naturalizing the government's discourse that we arc in an exceptional 

state of crisis that merits U.S. sovereign measures. 

Audience sympat hy is evoked for t he plight of the Arab America n after 9111, 

hut the right to he racist and suspicious of Arab and Muslim Americans is af

firmed. and government practices to profile racially, detain, deport, and terror

ize Arabs and Muslims are accepted. Although Arab Americans are represented 

,1S victims and guilty only by their association to Arabs (non-Americans), the 

government's discourse about the continued Arab and Muslim threat to national 

security is narrated, and viewers arc interpellated as citizens virtually partici

pating in these national debates." Viewers virtually sit in the courtroom, hear 

the various perspectives, and receive more information than offered in newspa

pcrs or the news media. Viewers' fears and biases are privileged over the Arab 

.md Muslim American plight, and consoled and affirmed as reasonable during 

unreasonable times. 

Mass media is an essential means through which meaning is produced 

.md exchanged between citizens of a nation. As Stuart Hall, Toby Miller, David 

Morley, and other theorists of the media have demonstrated, representations 

perform ideological work, that is, thev do not simply reflect reality but actively 

]l). I horrow the term "intcrpcll.uion" t rum Alt husser I~OOll. 
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produce meaning that affects and shapes racial categories and national identity. 

TV dramas after 9!l1 came to function as national narratives, as stories broad

cast nationwide (and often even beyond the borders of the United States) with 

versions of what happened, why it happened, who is responsible, how it is being 

dealt with by the government, and how best to deal with it as citizens. News 

stories became the subjects of TV dramas and participated in a field of meaning 

about the place of Arabs and Muslims in the United States, and one site for the 

articulation of explanations, bringing the U.S. public into current debates about 

Arabs, Muslims, racial profiling, discrimination, and national security. TV dra

mas interpret. represent, and explain racial dynamics post-9!l1 and in doing so, 

redef ne U.S. borders, U.S. citizenship, and forms of patriotism. They offer a way 

to think about the current crisis and support the actions of the government. 

Although how viewers will relate to and interpret these TV dramas IS 

variable, the media is a powerful tool used to interpellate viewer-citizens into 

supporting the rule of exception-that is, into internalizing that the U.S. is a 

democratic government and that the suspension of due process, civil rights, and 

democratic principles is just ifiablc because of the exceptional state of crisis. The 

TV dramas examined here participate in the narrative that we are in a state of 

exception. They convey a message that U.S. residents arc at risk and must give 

up some things now for the greater good later. The United States is figured as a 

good democratic country trying to spread peace in the world and therefore that 

the ends willjustify the means. Perhaps it would be more ,ICC urate to state, as 

Agamben docs, "means without ends." 

The national discourse on Arab and Muslim threats to national security 

and the need to profile raci'llly in order to attain safety can he considered a 

"tech nology" in the production of trut h. Toby 1\1 iller def ncs a "tech nology" as 

a "popularly held logic" and truth as "an accepted fact" (199K, 4). True state

ments, according to Miller, arc "contingent on the space, time, and language in 

which they arc made and heard" (5). In other words, truth is produced through 

the ideological work performed by the media, such as prime-time television 

programs or government policies, and becomes part of our "common sense." 

Miller continues: "When these technologies congeal to forge [ovalty to the sov

ereign state through custom or art, they do so through the cultural citizen" (4). 

The cultural citizen is interpellated into these logics and becomes a subject for 

their enactment. Truth is produced and attained not oulv at the juncture in 

which media representations and government hegemonic projects congeal and 
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cooperate, but also more importa ntlv through the interpellation of the viewer 

into citizenship. [argue that for some viewer-citizens, such interpellation takes 

place in the virtual courtroom. The stakes of the nation are defined in court

even virtual court: debates are enacted; racial projects are reasoned; ideological 

work to produce common sense is performed. As Miller has stated, "The audi

ence participates in the most uniformly global (but national), collective (yet 

private), and individually time consuming practice of meaning making in the 

history of t he world ... t he concept a nd occasion of being an audience provide 

a textual link between society and person.... So viewing television involves 

solitary interpretation as well as collective behavior" (24). In other words, it 

involves imagining the self as part of a greater collective, in this case citizen of 

t he United States. Not only is race formed and reformed at different historical 

moments to define borders, citizens, and enemies, but the public is also "formed 

and reformed on a routine basis through technologies of truth-s-popular logics 

for establishing fact" (5). 

According to Hartley, we arc all "citizens of media"; in other words, "par

ticipation in public-decision making is primarily conducted through media" 

(1999, 1::;7). lie writes, "It seems to me that what has in t~lct been occurring 

over the fifty-odd years that television has become established as the world's 

number-one entertainment resource and leisure-time pursuit is that a new form 

of citizenship has overlain the older, existing forms" (151\). This new form of 

citizenship is one in which viewers-citizens are part of dcmocratain ment, "The 

mea ns by which popu la I' participat ion in pub] ic issues is conducted in the med i

asphere" (209). In other words, "Audiences arc understood as 'citizens of media' 

in the sense that it is through the svrnbolic, virtualized and mediated context 

of watching television, listening to radio and reading print media that publics 

participate in the democratic process on a day to day basis" (206-71. 

Above all, what is defined through these TV dramas representing the plight 

of the Arab Muslim American is a nation in danger. The emphasis on the en

during threat Arabs and Muslims pose to U.S. national security operates to sup

port national racial projects. As McAlister has written, "the continuing sense 

of threat provides support for the power of the state, but it also provides the 

groundwork for securing 'the nation' as a cultural and social entity. The 'imag

ined community' of the nation finds continuing rearticulation in the rhetoric of 

danger" (2001,6). The rhetoric of the nation in danger, through the news media 

and TV dramas, has become accepted ,1S truth and common sense. Discourses 
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on safety and risk are a form of governmentality. In this case, "crisis" is used to 

justify racist views and practices; to racialize Arabs, Arab Americans, Muslims, 

and Muslim Americans ,1S t hreuts to the nation; and hence to use them as the 

contemporary racialized enemy through which the nation defines its identity 

and legitimizes its abuse of power. Arab American 
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